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A B S T R ACT
The tests described in this report form the second in
•
,~
'.
•
..
•
::le series of repeated loading tests on full scale bridge members
They were performed in the Fritz Engineering Laqoratory, Depart-
ment of Civil Engineering and Mechanics at Lehigh University,
as part of a sponsored research program on prestressed concrete.
The member tested was composed of two I-beams bolted
together at the ends, quarter points and center. Each beam was
posttensioned and prestressed by one l"¢ and two 0 .6 11¢ galvanized
strands. The overall height of the beams was 26 11 , the top
flange 18" and the bottom flange 12" wide. The thickness of
web was 5 1/2 inches. The member was 38'-0" long and simply
supported '36'-0" on centers. It underwent 1,000,000 cycles of
design load (H20-Sl6) without any apparent damage or distress.
A series of static tests spaced at approximately equal time
intervals during the cyclic loading were followed by a destruc-
tion test. The member failed under center loading at dead load
plus 3.40 times design live load including 30% impact or 2.65
times the dead load, live load and impact. The failure occurred
in the concrete at the top of the beam and under the loading
point.
These tests are among the relatively few performed
dynamically on full scale members. The purpose was to study
the behavior of such a member under the influence of simulated
~ervice loading. The analysis of this' behavior is mainly and
unavoidably confined to the structural performance of the member
reported herein. It must be remembered that, due to the very
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short duration of these tests, although ~hey cover a major portion
of the "structural life 11 span of the specimen, they do not take
into account th~ full effect of plastic flow, weather, exposure
conditions, an~ all the other factors affecting the durability
of concrete construction. These other influences may extensively
alter the overall performance of a structure and cannot be dis-
regarde~. Unfortunately, one can fUlly jUdge their effect only
after the structure has been in service many years .
..
'.
•
•
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A. I N T ROD U C T ION
1. - Objectives
The objectives of the present research carried on at
Lehigh University have been outlined in Progress Report 5.* It
would suffice to mention here that these objectives were pursued
through the testing of the second full-scale beams and that the
same basic thought was held during the preparation of this report.
2. - Test Program
The test program as outlined in Progress Report 5*
remains unchanged except that phases 2(c) and 2(d) "Multi-unit
non-grouted post-tensioned 38~ft. beam and possible additional
full-scale beam tests" have been eliminated. The Lehigh Pre-
stressed Concrete Committee consIdered phase 2(c) and 2(d) to be
of lesser importance than phase 3 of the said program. The
title of phase 3 was changed to read (a) lateral load distribu-
tion on multi unit bridges with transverse prestress and (b) a
study of bonding characteristics of prestressing strands. Phase
3 constitutes the sUbject of the research for the year 1953-54
now undertaken by Lehigh University. The possibility of tests
on an actual structure remains in the program.
It is advisable to reiterate here the statement made
in Progress Report 5 about the fatigue load limits:
"As appears from Objective (2) (Observation of the effect
of a simulated lifetime service through the application
in the laboratory of an equivalent number of maximum
design loads and overload), it is not a purpose of this
''E-See Appendix IV.
.J
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investigation to establish fatigue load limits for the
, .
members tested. Fatigue type failures are not speci-
fically sought, and are of interest only to the extent
such failures would limit the comparatively small
capacity for load repetitions required during a normal
lifetime service. The tests are therefore referred
to as "repeated load tests" and the term fatigue is
avoided as misleading ll •
3. - Second Full-Scale Test of a Post-tensioned Member
a. Description
-4
..
The second beam does not represent a standard plant
b f. tI\ tlt\..
fabricated unit since this type of~e~~is in general designed
for special use.· Beams of similar design and cross-section
have been and are being used in bridges both in the U. S. and
abroad.
Since the span of the first full-scale pretensioned
beam was selected to provide a competitive length for the post-
tensioned beams, this beam was also made 38'-0" long with a
simply supported span of 36 1 -0".
The member is composed of twin I~beams bolted together
at both ends, at quarter points and at the center by means of
3/4"¢ rods. The top flange of each I-beam is 18" and the bottom
flanges12,!1wide. The thickness of the flanges varies from 3 1/2"
at the edge to 5" at the junction with' the web. The web thick-
ness is 5 1/2". Stiffening diaphragms 4" thick are provided
at quarter points and at midspan. At both ends of the I-beams
for a length of 2 feet, a full cross-section of 18" x 26"
ensures an adequate area for the distribution of the thrust from
...
•
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the anchorages. Figures 9 and 42
Each I-beam is prestressed by two - 0.6"¢ and one - l"¢
galvanized strands. The 0.6"¢ strands are placed at 2 5/16"
from the bottom of the beams at midspan and slope slightly
upwards from the middle th~rd of the beam towards each end.
The l"¢ strand is placed at 6 7/16" above the bottom for the
middle third of the beam, and slopes upward in the outer thirds
to a point six inches from the top at the ends of the beams. At
each third point a 20 inch radius provides the transition from
the horizontal center third to the sloping end third. At each
end of the beam a bevelled surface at 90° to the direction of
the strand is provided. To prevent bond, the strands were first
coated with a liberal amount of grease and then wrapped with
sisalcraft paper. The anchor fittings used with the strands
were of type SDS35, the details of which can be found in Ref.
No.2.
In addition to the prestressing strands, 3 - 5/8"¢
intermediate steel bars· were placed at the level of the 2 - 0.6"¢
strands throughout the beam. 1/4 11¢ hooked vertical stirrups
located at 1 ft. cc., along the entire length of the beam, pro-
vide web reinforcement and further means for the proper vertical
alignment of the l"¢ strand. The top flange was reinforced by·
2 - 3/8"¢ bars and 1/4"¢ ties placed at 4 11 cts. Figure 9.
The design computations for the beams are included in .
the Appendix.
The advisability of testing a member composed of twin
I-beams may be questioned by some. Undoubtedly the analysis
&nd the interpretation of the data become more complicated becRur,8
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of the questionable action of each beam, the differences in con-
crete quality, the modulus of elasticity, etc. However, the
reasons which follow support the decision to test simultaneously
the pair of beams:
1. Additional stiffness and stability to the slender
beams was provided by coupling the beams together.
2. Some machining and adjustment to the testing frame
would have been necessary to test a single beam.
3. It was very desirable to test the second beam under
the same load conditions as the first beam.
b. Manufacture of the Twin I~Beams
The I-beams were manufactured one at a time using
the same side forms but different bottom forms. The forms were
of 3/4 11 plywood with adequate ribbing and were built in sections. Sect
Figure ,36.
The bottom steel was placed on fabricated chairs to
provide the eccentricities as determined in the design. , The
end fittings of the strands were held in place by the end plate
of the forms. The 1"91 strand was kept in vertical alignment
by securing it to short ,1/4 11 91 bars inserted through the sides
of the forms, a similar arrangement was used to obtain the 20"
radius at the third point angle changes.
The second beam was poured three days after the first
one.' The mix was designed for a 5000 psi concrete at 28 days
with a slump of 5 11 to 6 11 • This high slump was necessary because
'of the thin web and the large ~trand. The actual concrete
strengths are shown in Table I. (Page 17) "The manufacturing
and pc'uring sequences of both beams wer,e similar.
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For ease of placing, the slump of the bottom layers
was held at 611 • It was reduced to 5 and then 4 11 for the sub-
sequent lifts. The pouring of each beam took about 1. 1/2 hours.
The concrete was vibrated both externally and internally by
means of electric vibrators.
The forms were stripped the second day. The beams
were moist cured using burlap covering for a week. After that
the burlap was not wetted any longer but was left on, the fre-
quent rains during the next three weeks helped to provide the
necessary conditions (with a temperature of 550 F '±) .for a satis-
factory curing.
The beams were prestressed at an average age of 28
days. The operation was accomplished using Center Hole Simplex
hydraulic jacks. Figure 41. The sequence followed consisted
in fUlly prestressing the 11l¢ strand, then one of 0.6" strands
was taken .to half of its prestress load after which the other
O.6"¢ -strand was fully prestressed and finally the full prestress
was taken up in the first o.6 11¢ strand. This precaution was
necessary to avoid the introduction of undue eccentricity re-
sUlti~'~~.!-':~~L~~~~~:::~:_'o~:~The same
...-
,...,da:Y'~ the beams were loaded onto a truck and transported to Fritz
, Laboratory the next day.
223.6
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B. T EST I N G
1. - Simulated Service Loading
P R.O C E D U R E
-8
•
•
This subject has been covered in Ref. No.1 and the
essential portions are included in the Appendix.
The test member was subj~cted to 1,000,000 repetitions
of Design Loading. (Fig. I Appendix IV) No cyclic overload was
applied.
2. - Repetitive Loading Machine
Information pertaining to the repetitive loading
machine ha~ been included in the Appendix, and is essentially
that given in Ref. No.1 except the part describing the overload
. cycles. Fo~ further details the reader is referred to Ref. No.3.
3. - Instrumentation
I. At Prestressing:
(a) Camber:
To determine the camber, induced by the prestressing
force applied to the beams, stee.l plugs extending about 3/8 11
above the top and along the middle of the top flange were cast
in the concrete at the time of the pouring. Usj.ng these plugs
as reference, the camber readings were taken using a special
1/100" scale and a precision level.
(b) Strand Strains:
The strain in the strands was determi.ned in three ways.
At rnidspan bonded on each stl' and two type A··12 SR-4 gages
were u~ed to reoord the ~train oocurring at. that point. The
gages and the lengths of their leads in contact with concrete
were thoroughly water-proofed. The gages were applied on single
223.6
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wires of the galvanized strarids; after the galvanizing had been
removed. The technique is described in Ref. 4 with the exception
Cl~
that the strands were not swagedAthe size of the individual
wj.res being large enough to accommodate the S'R-4 strain gages.
To prevent any damage during post-tensioning the gages were
S'4Lt.
encased in tin tubes. ~ Figure 39., The calibration tests to
determine the stress-strain relationship for each strand size
are described on page 15.
In one of the two I~beams, designated as beam 2A, the
force in the strands at the anchor end was determined by a
special dynamometer unit~hereinafter called a link, equipped
with two type A-12 SR-4 strain gages. Each link was calibrated
in a testing machine prior to the assembly of the strands .
Figure 36. The beam without links was marked 2B .
The magnitude of the pre'stressing force was also
shown by the pressure gage attached to the jack. The pressure
gage of each jack was tested"at different piston positions and ae8.11.-
bration value obtained before the post-tensioning operations.,
The total elongation of each strand was measured and compared
to the calcuJ.ated value using the modulus of elasticity recom-
mended by the manufacturer.
(c) Concrete Strains:
For the purpose of establishing a set of continuous
readings on concrete strain, permanent plugs to be .use'd with
the 10" Whittemore strain gage were cast in the outside vertical
faces of the top and bottom flanges at each beam at critical
points. Additional plugs were later applied with sealing, wax to
the vertical faces of the flanges and both faces of the web.
(Figure 1.)
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II.Static Tests:
For general test setup see Figures 43 and 44.
(a) Deflections:
Relative deflections of the quarter points and the
centerline with respect to the ends of the beam were determined
using a level and 1/100" scales applied on the beam. (Figure 1.)
In addition, for checking purPoses 2 Ames dj.als recorded the
deflections at the centerline of each beam.
(b) Strains:
The strains in the strands were determined in the manner
~ ...1f
described abovel\under the sub-title I·'At Prestressing".
In addition to the Whittemore gage measurements,
several types of (A-9, A-11 and AR.-l) SR-'4 strain gages were
used to determine the concrete strain. (Figure 2) shows' the
location of the SR-4 gages. Similarly several A-ll gages were
applied on the faces of abutting diaphragms. All SR-4 gages
were applied on the surface of the beams with ordinary household
Duco cement.
(c) Cracks:
Whitewashing the assembled beams made it convenient
to detect the cracks. No attempt to estimate the width of these
cracks was made.
(d) SUbsequent Jack Application as a Measure of Prestress:
. Before each static test the jacks were applied to the
strands of the two beams to measure the so-called "break loose
223.6
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,(e) Load in Transverse Bolts:
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•
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The load in the transverse bolts was measured before
each static test with a torque wrench. The calibration value
was obtained by duplicating, as nearly as possible, the end
bearing conditions and stressing a ,bolt in a testing machine.
III.Repeated Loading Tests:
The applied load at third points was measured by means
of a BRUSH recorder and amplifier connected to a group of SR-4
strain gages applied on the jack rods.
IV.Testing Sequence:
The detail test program for the beam is outlined
below and shown on Fi.gure (3) .
..
Age of Beam Load Magnitude
• Days After Casting (~Design L. L. ) Event
'. Beam 2A Beam 2B
w/links w/out links
30 27 0 Post -tensioning'
31 28 0 Member in the Lab
35 32 0 Rejacked to 100% prestress
58 55 0-100 1st. Static Test
59-62 56-59 0-100 300,000 cycles
64 61 0-100 2nd. Static Test
65--73 62-70 0-100 300,000 cycles
73 70 0-100 3rd. Sta~ic Test
76-82 73-79 0-100 400,000 cycles
86 83 0-220% 4th. Static Test
•
99 96 0-280% 5th. Static Test (cntr.ldng.)
100 97 0-330% Dest. Test (cntr.ldng.)
223.6
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C. MAT E R I A L
1. - Concrete
Mix:
PRO PER TIE S
-12
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•
•
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The beams were designed for a concrete strength of
5000 psi at 28 days. The narrow web of the I-beams and the
closeness of the reinforcement to the formwork required a suit-
able workability of the concrete to insure good placement and
high density. Five trial batches were made with the plant
mixer to determine satisfactory mix proportions and were poured
about 30 days in advance of the pouring of the beams. Cylinders
made of these batches were tested at 7 and 28 days. The mix
selected was the one that yielded the desired qualities.
The cement was type Ia, A:Lr-entraining Portland Cement.
Natural sand and crushed stone having a maxin1Um size of 3/8",
graded as shown in Figure 4, were used in the ratio of 39.7%
sand and 60.3% gravel by weight. The curve for the grading of
the combined aggregates is also shown in Figure 4 and can be
compared with the recommended Fuller and EMPA curves. The
fineness modulus of the mixed aggregate was 4.22. 9.4 Ibs. of
calcium chloride was added to each cubic yard of concrete for a
quicker setting thus avoiding possible freezing of the concrete.
Furthermore, the water was heated to l250 F.
Three batches of approximately one cubic yard of
concrete each, were used for the casting of each beam and the
corresponding flexure test beams and control cylinders.
.'
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Concrete Mix Data:
The mix-proportions used in the pouring of the beams
are given below:
Mix Proportions: Cement 846 Ibs/cu. yd.
water 317 II " IISand 1080 II II II
Gravel 1639 II II Ii
Calcium Chloride 9.4
Sum 3891.4 Ibs/cu. yd.
Cement-water: c/w = 2.67
w/c = 0.375
Water: 4.22 gals. per sack
of cement
•
•
The free mo'isture in the aggregates was considered as part of
the mixing ~ater and was not included in the given weights of
the aggregates. The free moisture varied from 5.2% to 8% for
the sand and from 3.8% to 5.7% for the gravel.
Due to this big spread of the moisture content in the
aggregates and the fact that the concrete had to be mixed in
the production line, the mix-proportion could not be maintained
as accurately as desired.
Therefore, it was expected that the properties of the
concrete would vary from batch to batch and from beam to beam.
Indeed, slump tests gave values from 3 to 6" with an alr content
of 4 to 5%.' The weight of the fresh concrete varied from 3800
to 4080 Ibs/cu. yd.
The concrete was placed in the forms in shallow layers
and consolidated with internal and external vibrators and tamping
rods. After finishing the surfaces by trowelling, the beams
were cured with wet burlap for 7 days. (See also Manufacture .
Page 7)
••
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Concrete Test Specimens:
Standard 6" x 12" test cylinders were poured from
each batch placed in the beams. The compressive strength f~
-14
i
•
•
and modulus of elasticity at various ages of the concrete were
later determined with these cylinders. Flexure specimens
6" x 6" X 36" were also poured from the batches that went into
the bottom layer of each beam and were later tested for modulus
of rupture. These flexure specimens and the f6-cyclinders were
stored in the moistroom until tested. The cylinders used to
determine the Modulus of Elasticity Ec - were subjected to the
same storing conditions as the 38'-0" test member.
The individual values obtained for Ec , f~ and for the
modulus of rupture, together with their averages are shown in
Table 1. (Page 17) As expected these values vary appreciably
from beam to beam .. The average concrete strength for beam 2A
was about 10% higher than for beam 2B. Similar relations hold
true for the moduli of elasticity and the moduli of rupture.
The moduli of elasticity were determined up to working
stress using the same set of test cylinders, on which 2 - type
AR-9 (6-in. gage length) SR-4 strain gages were placed diametri-
cally. After completing the test program the stress-strain
relations were determined up to ultimate strength. The results
show that the ultimate strain varied from 0.20% to .28% or close
to an average of 0.25% for all the concrete cylinders .
. A second degree parabola closely follows the experi-
mental stress-strain curve as is shown in Figure 5 for a typical
cylinder.
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2. - Steel Strands
The prestressing strands consisted of hot-galvanized
• acid steel wires. The following information is given by the
manufacturer:
0.6-in.strand l-in.strand
Diameter (inches) 0.6 1.0
Number of wires 7 13
Total area (in2 ) 0.215 0.577
Minimum guaranteed
46;000ultimate strength (lbs) 122,000
Design Load (1bs) 26,000 69,000
Guaranteed minimum modulus
of elasticity in psi 24,000,000 24,000,000
i
The stress-strain relationship for the two sizes of
strand tested at Lehigh University using 2 - type A-12 SR-4
strain gages placed diametrically on single wires is shown in
Figures 6, 7. These test strands, 7'-9 11 long, were cut from
the beam strands and the fittings mounted by the manufacturer.
The result of these tests are shown below:
0.6-in.strand 1.0-in.strand
126,000
2195 000
27 ,2 x 106 ps i
46,000
214,000
26.9 x 106 psi
Ultimate strength (Ibs)
(psi)
Average Mod. of elasticity
up to 140,000 psi
3. - Additional Reinforcing Steel
The 5/8" additional reinforcing bars were of inter-
•
•
mediate and high bond-type steel, standard A205 with a yield
stress of 38,500 psi and an ultimate strength of 54,300 psi .
The stress-strain curve is given in Figure 8 .
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This extra steel was added to avoid the formation of
e·
•
.
large local cracking, to help distribute the cracks over a larger
portion.of the members and to increase the ultimate moment. See
Figure 39. Although it was planned to' use rail steel the
lack of it made it necessary to change to intermediate grade
steel.
As was mentioned above 1/4 in. vertical and horizontal
stir'rups and 3/8" top bars of mild steel were used accol"ding
to design. Thej.r location is shown in Figure 9 .
'.. ;. . .. .. ,_ 'i·
Table I
PRO PER TIE S 0 F CON C RET E
-------"--- --------
• t ••
'-"A~e Of-" ,
"
------;-.-
II Beam 2A Beam 2B
c(ncre~e I Description of II Average Strength I Average6 Modulus of Average Strength Avera~e Modulus atDav:;t Operation of Concrete i Ec x 10 Rupture of Concrete EcxlO . Rupture
2A 2B I I Ibs/sq.in. Ibs/sq.in. Ibs/sq.in. Ibs/sq.in. Ibs;Sq.in. lbS!sq.1n.
j 1 I (2*) 1930 (±400*)41 4 !
I I II (2)3100(:t50)7 f' 7 I II I. ! I28 . 28 t (5)5080(±500) 4.17I
; 30 27 At prestress (3* )5200 (±200*) I 4.48 875 (5*) 5080 (~500) 4.17 710II - I58 55 Ist.Static Test (5)6030(±500) I 4.55 908 (5)5340(±300) 4.22 728
I I64 61 2nd.Static Test I (2)7060(±60) , 4.47 915 (2 )6060 (':0 ) 4.22 730
I 73 70 3rd.Static Test
i (2)6380(±140) .4.50 --- (2)5330(~400) 4.21 ---
85 82 4th.Static Test (4 )6650 (~500 ) . I 4.53 902 (3)6200(:t300) 4.22 I 710I III 100 97 Destruction Test I (13)6830(±500) 4.54 885 (12)6020 (:t500) 4.18 697I "\ III I
* The figures in the brackets refer to the number of cylinders tested and the deviation
in psi of high and low values from the average shown.
I
I-'
-.:)
..
"
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D. PR E D I C TED AND 0 B S E R V E D
--------- --- --------
BEAM BEHAVIOR
-1. - Deflections
a. Camber
Camber readings accompanying post-tensioning when the
beams were resting on the bottom forms showed that the center-
line of beams 2A and 2B moved upward 0.200" and 0.190 11 respec-
tively. The magnitude and distribution of the restraining forces
due to friction between the beams and the form bottoms are qUite
indefinite, hence no attempt was made to compare these initial
upward deflections with analytical values.
A computation for the camber was made for each of the
two beams when simply supported on a 36'-0 11 c.c. span. Since
different moduli of elasticity had been determined for each beam
their cambers would likewise be unequal. The day after they
were post-tensioned the beams were brought into the laboratory
and supported on 36'-0" on centers. Four days later, just before
rejacking to 100% design prestress the- llbreak loose pressure ll
showed that beam 2A had lost 24,300 Ibs. and beam 2B 29,100 Ibs.
of their pretensioning force. Deducting this loss to -obtain a
new value of the prestressing force the camber was computed for
each beam. These computations, included in the appendix, show
that beam 2A should have had a theoretical camber of 0.210" up-
ward (measured 0.230 11 ) and beam 2B 0.217 11 upward (measured 0.310").
These theoretical and experimental values are based on the unde-
formed position of the beams on the day of the post-tensioning
operations.
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At rejacking the camber of the two beams increased
slightly (Figure 10). No camber readings were ~aken until the
beams were assembled into a unit. At that time it was noticed
that the camber of beam 2B increased and that of beam 2A decreased .
The difference between the predicted and measured
camber values can be attributed to several factors. The specfic
elusions.
,
2. Plastic flow of the concrete: Under the influence of
dead load and prestress the entir.e section of the centerline of
the beams is in compression reaching a maximum in the bottom
fibers. Plastic flow being proportional t~ the compression
strain tends to shorten the bottom fiber to a greater extent
~'""~" f\~~ the top fibers which effect in turn tends to increase the
c,amber.
3. Loss of prestress: As the bottom fibers shorten under
the influence of plastic flow the prestressing force would de-
crease, consequently decreasing the camber.,
The. influence of the repetitive loadings has not been
discussedJyet it is of interest to study its effect on camber.
223.6 ,
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Repetitive loading would produce a plastic deformation in the
concrete and since it is not an ideally elastic material would,
with each loading, acquire a permanent set i'n strain and deflec-
tion. The net result being a decrease in camber.
b. Deflections
The position of the repetitive loading machine in the
laboratory permitted direct readings on beam 2B only; therefore
the following discussion has been unavoidably limited to its
deflections.
Figure 10 shows the change of camber of beam 2B that
occurred during the period of time covered by ~he complete test.
The points on the upper boundary of the curve are the
camber readings at midspan of beam 2B plotted asa function of
time. The ordinates indicate the displacements of the center-
line from the undeformed position of the beam before post-tension-
ing. The camber increased from 0.19 in. at post-tensioning up
to 0.395 in. before the first static test. This increase is
attributed principally to the plastic flow of the concrete and
the assembling of the beams. Due to the repetitive loading of
the beams the camber decreased down to 0.320 in. after 300,000
cycles, 0.275 in. after 600,000 cycles and 0.255 in. after 1
million loading cycles, a total reduction in camber of 0.140 in.
This decrease is of an exponential nature and it is apparent that
the camber approaches asymptotically a certain end limit, which
is sti~l about 60% of its value at the start of the cyclic loading"
, Incomplete recovery after each loading cycle is probably the
main cause for this reduction in camber (plastic deformation).
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Superimposed on this curve are the observed centerline
•
deflections of beam 2B loaded with design live load. The result-
ing points on the lower envelope dr Figure 10 represent therefore
the true dispiacerrieh~ dr th~ 6etit~rl:i.ne of the beath under design
live load with respect to its positiort before pbst~tensibhing~
The first application of the design live load caused
a relative deflection of 0.360 in. compared with a predicted
value of 0.333 in. As the repeated loading progressed the
..
following relative deflections were observed during the subse-
quent static tests:
Table II
~"-'------'----I--------.---.-.-------. i
Static Test Centerline Quarter Point !
No. Deflection Deflections I
C5bserve -Tof - -ObServed'-- %or--,
inches Predicted, Predicted
. ----·1---- 0 .360 108 ---0-.-26-0-- ---'-9~---1
I
2 0.360 108 0.249 96 I
3 0.340 101 0.237 100 I
4 ,0.335 I 100 . 0.245 96 I
___ - "--.. .•__.__. ---l. ... -l--_..-----;
In table II:. the observed relative -centerline and
quarter' point deflections are given in inches and in percent of
the predicted values. The predicted values are based on the
average modulus of elasticity as obtained from 12 standard -
cylinders poured with the beams, and tested prior to each static
test. The slight difference between the observed and the pre-
dicted deflections could be explained by the fact, that these
cylinders do not truely represent the concrete of the beams.
The relation between the applied load ~nd the observed
deflection was a linear one for all static tests up to design
live load.
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Figure (11) shows the observed deflection curves along
beam 2B with respect to its shape before the first static test.
This position is indicated by the horizontal 0 line on the graph •
The dotted line curves, showing the loss in camber due to the
repetitive loading, represent in numerical sRquence the shape of
the unloaded beam before the different static tests, the solid
line curves indicate the shape assumed by the beam upon applica-
tion of. live load during the various static tests. A study of
Figure (11) shows that the effect of the million load repetitions
resulted in a decrease of camber but had little or no influence
on the relative deflection of beam 2B.
After one million load repetitions the beams were
loaded at the third-points up to 220% of th~ design live load.
Deflection curves along beam 2B for various load incre-
ments up to 220% of the design live load are given in Figure (12).
The dotted line curve shows the permanent deflection or the loss
in camber due to this overload test. The increase with load of
the centerline deflection is plotted in Figure (13). Up to
..
about 140% of the design load, the increase of the deflection
is linear with the applied load. The beam behaved like a homo-
geneous beam. A noticeable change in slope in the load deflection
curve occurs at about 150% of the design load. This is induced
by the cracking of the concrete which reduces rapidly the moment
of inertia of the section. With a further increase of the load,
the load deflection relation ceases to be linear and the behavior
of the beam approaches that exhibited by ordinary reinforced
concrete beams. At 220% of the design live load a centerline
deflection of 1.380 in. was observed as compared with 0.335 in.
for 100% of design live load. Upon removal of the live load a
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permanent deflection of 0.08 in. was measured with respect to
the position of the beam before the overload test.
The load-deflection curve for the destruction test
with a single concentrated load at the center is shown in Figure
(14). A deflection of 5.6 in. was read when the maximum load
of the beam was reached. As the load started dropping, the de-
flection increased very rapidly, reaching a final value of more
than 10 in.
2. -Cracks
~he first cracks to be observed with the naked eye
were noted after the beams had withstood 126-,000 repetitions of
live load. No cracks of width sufficient to be seen by the naked
eye were caused by the post-tensioning operation, handling of
the beams, or as a result of being bolted together with transverse
bolts. The cracks which developed during 1,000,000 cycles of
repetitive loading plus static overloads up to 220% of design
live load are shown on Figures 15 and 16.
The cracks in the top and bottom flanges of both beams
were undoUbtedly caused by tension stresses accompanying the
lateral bending as the two beams were bolted together transversely.
. .
The stresses in the top and bottom,flanges due to the lateral
bending were sufficient to cancel out the low values of compressive
prestress in the top fiber at zero live load and in the bottom
fiber at full design live load and produce tensile stresses which
caused cracking under repetitive loading. It should be repeated
that these cracks were not noted until after the beam had with-
stood 126,000 cycles of repetitive loading. The stresses due to
the lateral bending have been computed and are shown in Figure (17),
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As can be seen from Figures 15 and 16, only three new
cracks developed sufficiently to be discernible by the naked eye
during the last 700,000 cycles of repetitive loading. The pro-
gressive cracking under static overloads imposed on the beam at
the third-points of the span are also shown in Figures 15 and 16j
the influence of the constant moment in the center third of the
span is clearly illustrated by the fairly uniform maxDnum heights
of the cracks.
The fact that the pattern of the cracks at the bottom
of both beams is identical suggests that as one of the beams
cracked it forced the other beam to crack also due to the increased
curvature imposed upon it.
Whittemore gage and SR-4 gage readings on concrete
near an open crack are bound to be influenced by the formation
of cracks near the location of the gages. A drop in strain was
observed when such a crack was formed, indicating a relief in
the stress.' This factor was taken into consideration when the
Whittemore and SR-4 gage readings were interpreted.
Figures 45, 46, 47, and 48 show the beams at various
stages of the destruction test in which a concentrated load was
applied at midspan .. The development of diagonal tension cracks
is clearly shown. Note also the excellent distribution of cracks
in each direction from midspan due to the action of the three
5/8"¢ intermediate high-bond-type steel bars placed in the lower
flanges for that purpose. These were not prestressed, but were
placed to increase the ultimate carrying capacity of the beams
and distribute cracking since the prestressing steel was not
grouted.
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Lateral Bending Induced by Assembling the Beams
Imitating field practice, the two beams were assembled.
into a unit by bolting them laterally together. The location of
the 3/4" bolts is shown in Figure l7(a). Since wooden formwork
was used it was difficult to cast two exactly identical beams~
Some of the holes provided for the bolts were slightly misaligned
so that the rods had to be forced into place. Furthermore, the
inside abutting faces of the beams were slightly crooked and
irregular. No mortar was placed between the beams when assembling
them. The assembling of the beams was accomplished by tightening
the nuts with a calibrated torque wrench and applying a torque,
which gave a bolt force of 5500 lbs. in each bolt. The observa-
tion of cracks especially in the top flange during the cyclic
loading as it is described in the preceding section necessitated
a careful lnvestjgat~on of the effect of asselnbling the beams
into a unit.
Figure 17(a) was obtained from the differences in the
Whittemore gage readings along the outside faces of the top and
bottom flanges, before and after assembling. The left hand scale
gives the strain in microinches per inch ,and the right hand scale
gives the stress in psi. These values represent only relative
values, produced by the assembling of the beams. They have to
be superimposed on to the values due to prestressing, plast~c
flow and shrinkage in order to get the absolute values. It should
be noted especially that the midspan portion of the top flanges
is in tension whereas the remainder is in compression.
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A careful inspection of the contact areas between the
two beams indicated that there were only a few such areas and
that the two beams were not continuously abutting each other.
In some places at the top flanges and at the diaphragms gaps up
to 3/8" width between the two beams were observed. The contact
areas are shown in Figure l7(a) as shaded areas.
It should be noted that in the right hand half of the
beams only the bottom flanges were in contact with each other
at the quarter point and near ·the end. A continuous gap was
noted to exist along the top flanges of this half of the beam.
From all these observations it is clear that there
was lateral bending induced in the beams by the forces in the'
bolts.
To prove this statement and to check the order of
magnitude of the stresses produced an approximate theoretical
investigation is described below:
It is supposed that the two beams are only in contact
with each other at both ends and at midspan. In other words
the beams are considered i.n the lateral plane as being continuous
over two spans, which are each equal to half of the beam-length.
The forces in the two bolts at each quarter point are assumed
to act as external forces. This simplified system is shown in
Figure l7(b) together with the calculated stresses and strains
for the top and bottom flanges.
The agreement of the magnitude and the distribution of
the theoretical stresses with the measured stresses is such that
there is satisfactory verification of the assumption. However,
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2B
Top Flange 2A
I 'iQbserved stressesl -Minimum
Beam due to lateral 'Compression
bending (psi) Stresses (ps~
the irregular pattern of the measured stress distribution is due
to the haphazard location of the contact areas between the two
beams.
As mentioned before the actual stresses in the flanges
are found by superimposing the stresses due to prestressing, dead
load and live load on the observed stresse~ due to lateral bending.
,
However, it is the stress combination producing the maximum
tension which caused cracking of the concrete. In the top flanges
these are the stresses due to prestress, dead load and lateral
bending only, or the stresses of the-unloaded beams. For the
bottom flanges the stresses due to prestress, dead load, lateral
bending and live load have to be considered, or the stresses of
the loaded beam.
The resulting stresses are given in the folloWing
table:
Table III
Resulting--I ,
Critical
Stres::.:~.. .'p~~
-790 +65 (1) -725 I
-1940 +65 (1) -1875 I
Bottom Flange 2A - 310 +75 (2) -235 I
1--- . ..l_~13__~ ~_230 _._L~75_( 21._--'- +_3_05_ .J
Sign Convention: - Tension + Compression
• ~~~ Stress ~n top fiber of unloaded beam .• Stress in bottom fiber of loaded beam.
S'ince the modulus of rupture was determined to be 908
psi for beam 2A and 728 psi for beam,2B it is obvious why the
top flanges of both beams craclced and it was to be expected that
'.
•
•
..
•
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a few cracks would occur in the bottom flange of beam 2A. No
cracks could be expected in the bottom flange of beam 2B.
The result of this approximate investigation agrees
completely with the observation made on the cracks. Cracking
occurred first in the top flange of beam 2B, followed by cracks
at about the same location on beam 2A. In the bottom flange
cracks were observed only in beam 2A.
~ 3. - Concrete Bending Stresses
Up to Design Load:
Concrete strains due to the application of the full
design live load were measured by SR-4 and Whittemore gages at
various locations along both beams as shoW0 in Figures land 2.
The SR-4 strains were plotted for all sections along
the beams and then averaged to obtain the top and bottom fiber
strains. Using average values of the modulus of elasticity for
each beam (Table I), these strains were converted into unit stress
and are plotted in Figures 18 to 23 for the first and fourth
static tests. Although the data are available, values for the
second and third tests were not analyzed. The predicted values
were computed on the assumption that (1) each beam took one half
of the applied load (2) there was no twisting of the beams as
the load was applied (3) the beams behaved as homogeneous bodies.
As live load was applied at the third points the gages
mounted on the flanges near midspan recorded strain lower than
predicted. Twisting of the beams and formation of cracks may be
the cause for this deviation. In general, it was necessary to
average only those gages mounted on the web and use these averages
as the measured strains. The cracks started around the Whittemore
'.
•
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plugs poured in the concrete (Figure 1). The SR-!t strain gages·
had been applied within the space limite~ by the Whittemore plugs"
they thus measured the strain of a portion of concrete defined
by cracks at both ends. Under visual inspection these cI'acks
were not detected at the time of the assembly and, even though
the beams were whitewashed prior to the actual testing, did not
appear until after 126,000 cycles of design load. Consequently,
the readings obtained on the flanges at the centerline of the
member are, for the reasons cited above, of little significance.
This fact also explains the somewhat poorer agreement between
predicted and measured stresses nearer the centerline than at
other points along both beams. (Figures 20-23)
The change in concrete strain due to design live load,
between static test No. 1 and static test No.4 was such that
it was compensated by an increase in modulus of elasticity of
the concrete so that, as expecte'd, there is little llapparent II
change in stress between the two static tests. Any local differ-
ences may be attributed to cracking due to lateral bending and
change in the amount of twist as the beams were loaded.
The ability of the beams to carry the design live load
was not affected by the one million cycles of load repetitions
as shown by the small change in stresses as computed using the
assumptions previously stated.
4. - Concrete Bending Strains
Beyond Working Load:
Vfuen the load is carried beyond cracking, predicting
the magnitude of strain in the concrete at each load increment
becomes somewhat more complicated and for reasons that are evident
o.
•
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has not been done. Furthermore, it is strongly believed that a
comparison with the actual values would be of little importance.
Strains recorded by the SR-4 strain gages at the top
fibers of the two beams have been plotted in Figures 24 and 25.
Figure 24 shows the run of the 4th Static Test carried beyond
the design load. A study of the graph reveals that a sudden
change in strain in beam 2A occurs at 140% of the design live
load whereas the strain in beam 2B does not change appreciably
until the load reaches 150% design load. This observation suggest3
that beam 2A cracked under the influence of live load first and
in turn caused beam 2B to crack also. As can be seen from the
figure the agreement between the predicted and the actual values
up to cracking load is ·far from being satisfactory. The readings
were not corrected for zero drift since the loading was carried
beyond cracking.
Figure 25 shows the run up to 2'70% of design live load
made prior'to the destruction test. The agreement between pre-
dieted and actual values is slightly better than during the
fourth static test; however, the readings are much less than the
calculated strains. The most significant point that can' be made
from the study of this figure is that the behavior of the two
beams becomes qUite similar after cracking and the concrete
strains due··to bending in both beams tend to approach the same
values.
Even though, for reasons mentioned previously, the
above discussion is based upon gages that are known to be quanti-
tatively.unreliable, a qualitative analysis of the readings shows
that we can safely conclude that under the test conditions the two
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beams performed similarly and their performance was entirely
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satisfactory.
'5. - Diagonal Tension Stresses
Thirty-six type AR-l, SR-4 gages were placed on the
outside faces of the two beams, after the post-tensioning opera-
tion had been completed as shown in Figure 2. These gages, which
were rosettes, consisted of three one-incfl gage length elements
spaced 45 degrees apart and were placed for the purpose of deter-
mining the principal stresses in the beams due to the addition
of live load. The computations for the principal stresses, and
their directions were made using the formulas given in the
appendix.
The principal stresses due to live load as obtained
from strain measurements during the first and fourth static
tests are plotted in Figures 26 and 27. In general, the overall
pattern of principal stress directions is as one would expect for
similar beams made of any homogeneous material. A complete theo-
retical analysis of the principal stresses has not been made,
however, the horizontal components of the principal stresses
were discussed under "Concrete Bending Stresses", and plotted in
Figures 18 to 23 for the first and fourth static tests.
The changes in principal stresses from the first to the
fourth static tests were not great when one considers the diffi-
cUlty of measuring the relatively small strains encountered. It
may be concluded, therefore, that insofar as strain readings from
rosette gages are concerned, the beams were behaving ·as homogeneous
bodies from the first to the fourth static tests.
,.
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a. Post-tensioning
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The sequence of prestressing was described in the
lIIntroduction" of this report; however, it was felt that the
observations made during this operation will clarify the behavior
of the 2 beams in the initial stages of the test.
Prior to the actual stressing operation, the anchor
nuts of all the strands were loosened up and the freedom of move-
ment of the strands was checl<:ed. Each strand was moved through a
quarter of an inch (1/4 11 ) and in all cases.thepressure gage
reading was nil. This indicated that no bond existed between the
strand and the concrete; consequently, the system used in pre-
venting bond was satisfactory.
The pressure gage of the jacks and the elongation of
the strands were the main criteria used to measure the prestress-
ing force. These were further checked by the readings of SR-4
strain gages mounted on the strands at the centerline of the beams.
During the stressing operation of beam 2B (Without links)
and as soon as the full load was reached on each of the strands,
the jacks were applied at their anchor ends and the '~reak Loose
Pressure II re.corded. The expression "break loose pressure" in this
discuss~on is used to describe the pressure, read on the jack
gage at which the anchor nut breaks loose from the bearing plate,
or that pressure that enables one to turn the nut without the
benefit of tools, at this time a sheet of paper can be barely
in tr'odu ced between the anchor nut and the bearing plate. It was
noticed that as soon as the break loose pressure was reached the
readings of the SR-4 strain gages mounted at the center of the
•.
•.
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span on the strands dropped appreciably. The following explana-
tion is offered for this behavior. Since the beams were prestress-
ed from one end only, the friction, and the resulting reduction
in prestress along the strands, increase with an increase in
distance from the jacking end. Thus the portion of the strands
adjacent to the anchor end is prestressed the least and as the
jack load reached the break loose pressure a small displacement
occuring'in the strand produced an adjustment of the friction
resulting in a net decrease of strain at the centerline of the
strand.
The observed difference in readings between the anchor
end and the stressing end of the 1" strand in beam 2B was 5 tons.
It is surmised that this difference represents the magnitude of
the friction existing between the concrete and the strands and is
also due to the angle changes at the third points of the beam.
The recorded, differences in tne readings of the 0.6" strands when
similarly determined were found to be 1.5 and 1.8 tons. These
differences were noted immediately after the full prestressing
force of each strand was reached.
After completing the post-tensioning of the strands of
beam 2B, the jack was again applied to the stressing end of the
lll¢ strand. Since it was the -first of the three strands to be
the effect of elastic and plastic .. flow shortening. After an
interval of an hour the break loose pressure for each strand
was read. These readings are included in Table IV.
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Table IV - Initial Prestress Losses in Beam 2B
" Ori~inal 'Jack'" PresSure Gage ReadIDg , -1-- Time _ ---II'I Strand Prestress --------.. Losst----. Jacking -End Jacking End Anchor End ~!lap~_~~__t
.I (). 6 Il¢ 15 .05 tr 13 .8 II 13 .0 II 1 .25 Il 11 1/2 hrs .1
LO.6 11¢ 15.05 " 13.8 II 13.2 II ?25 llJ 1 hr~__'J
No attempt was made to rejack the strands to their
original prestressing force since it was recommended th,3~(.~Iie
strands be rejacked four to five days after their initial post-
tensioning, a practice followed in the field.
The registered losses in the case of beam 2B, and for
that matter of beam 2A also, are due to several factors and/or
their combination. Consequently one cannot generalize freely to
draw parallels with any other similarly treated member. These
losses are due to the following causes:
1. Elastic deformation of the member, which in turn is a
function of the modulus of elasticity of the concrete and
r~lated to f~, ~ts ultimate strength.
2. Plastic flow of the concrete which depends on the
modulus and on the magnitude of the prestressing force.
It is obvious that a combination of a high prestress with
a low quality concrete would result in a higher loss than
in the case of a lower prestress with a higher quality
concrete.
In addition to these arguments the time element is also
important in the initial stages of prestressing as can be seen
from Table IV.
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While post-tensioning the second beam (2A) it was im-
possible to apply the jacks at the anchor end because of the links;
ho~ever, the SR-4 strain gage readings on the links helped to
p:r:'ovide this informatlon. At the time when the stress at the
,iac;king end of the 1 If strand, as recorded by the jac1c pressure
gage, reached the full load (40.4 tons), the two SR-4 gages on
the link showed an average strain equivalent to 35.9 tons, a
difference of 4.5 tons between the anchor and stressing ends of
each strand. The values recorded at the links for the tvlO 0.6 tl¢
strands are obviously in error and have not been included in
this discussion. The entire operation of post-tensioning the
second beam lasted approximately -I hour, at the end of which the
jacks were again applied to the stressing end of each strand and
the (Ibreak loose pressures II read.
This last check showed that the llt¢ strand lost 4.9
tons, due to a combination of the effect of prestressing the
0.6 11 strands and plastic flow, and the two 0.6 strands 0.15 tons
and 0.25 respectively.
A noticeable difference of the behavior of the two beams
is detected. The main reason for this difference that existed
at the time of post-tensioning. is that beam 2B had been poured
later than beam 2A. Cylinders poured with beam 2A were testing
at 5420 psi whereas those poured with beam 2B were failing at
5080 psi. Similarly the moduli of elasticity differed by 7.8%,
being larger for beam 2A.
b. At Rejacking
Five days after post-tensioning and moving the beams
indoors, the IIbreak loose pressures ll for the strands of both
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Pressure
to
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beams were recorded prior to their rejacking to the design value
of the prestressing force. Table V shows the results of these
readings. The values for each strands are shown together with
the computed percentage loss over a period of 5 days.
Table V. - Prestress Losses for Beams 2A and
2B Over a Period of 5 ~ays Follow-
. ing Post-tensioning
o_p_er_"a_t_i_o_n_I-__~-_~r¢_S_t.r_:I-~_;.~A~~1G~~~~~i;'$ :~;.~g;~~~
Full Load 40.4T 15.05 15.05 40.4115.05!15.05 35* !13.2* 113.5*'I' I "
34.0 13.2 13.2 32.4 12.9 ,13.1 31 112.2 112 .8
%Loss 15.S 12.30112.30 19~5I14.3 !13.oslll.4\' 7.6 5.2
(5 days) I I
_--'- 1--__.....1__-oi..: I ..1- ,
*Determined by lIbreak loose pressure" immediately after pre-
stressing each strand at the time of the initial post-tensi.oning.
At the time of their rejacking the beams were supported
on 36 1 -0 11 centers. No other sUbsequent attempt was made to
externally alter the prestressing in the strands; however, lfbreak
loose pressure h readings were taken at various stages of the
test as a measure of prestress loss .. For these operations the
jacks were applied only at the stressing ends of the beams.
c. Strand Readings vs Time
. In Table VI are shown in tons the "break loose rr
pressure readings as recorded by the jack gages. The strands
have been given designation numbers shown on the sketches above
the table.
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IlIA
I"
IA 0 IIA
I. 00.6" 0
Jacking End
Beam 2A
Table VI "Break Loose Pressure"
Readings at Various Ages of Concrete
i-'---'-----"I
I' I
I II III B
I, 1 "oIB lIB
'J 0.6,,0
Jacking End
Beam 2B
Table VI
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Age of II Tot'al
c(ncre~e Operation Beam 2A Beam 2B I rorceda",is
.
I Tonsl_
2A 2B IA IIA IlIA IB lIB rilB 2A 2B
.-
-
30 27 Post-tensioning 15.05 15.05 40.4 15.05 15.05 40.4 70.5 70.5
35 32 Before rejacking 13.2'0 13.20 34.00 12.90 13.10 32.40 '60.4 58.4
14.66 14.65 * 14.60* 14.6~ 4o.~ * *35 32 Rejacking 40.9 70.1 70.1
58 55 During Ist.St.Test 13.70 13.60 35.00 12.90 13.60' 34.50 62.3 61.0
64 61 After 2nd.St.Test 13.80 13.80 35.00 13.00 12.50 34.50 62.5 60.0
73 70 Before 3rd .st .Tes't 13.10 12.90 34.2 12 .50 12.10 35.10 60.20 59·7
85 82 Before 4th.St.Test 12.80 13.00 34.10 12.20 11.90 34.50 59-9 158.6
100 97 Befbre destruction Test 12.80 12.90 32.60 12.70 12.30 32.80 58.3 157.8
! I
11*100 97 **After II " 12.20 1~.50 32.00 10.50 11.20 -26.50 156.7148.2 !
*New calibration values determined before rejacking.
**For information only.
It will be observed that the deviation of the readings
in the above table does not exceed 0.6T, which is within the
range of accuracy of the jack pressure gages. These operations
were performed without the application of any live load.'
The purpose ,of this discussion being the evaluation of
the lOss in prestress as a function of time alone, the percent loss
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has been computed up to the date of the destruction test.
The resulting percentage losses 'have been included in
Table VII. The loss in each strand has been determined separately
and can be compared to the overall loss in each beam; however,
one must bear in mind that the percent loss prior to rejacking
was calculated on the basis of the intial post-tensioning and
that·the subsequent losses were computed on the basis of the
rejacked values.
Table VII
Percent Loss in the Strands and in the Beams
Over a Period of Seventy Days
'A,geof
Concrete
--
2A 2B
Percent Loss iJl-.f.rest..r~.§s__ 1l0ver:'a11 Lo~£..
Beam 2A I Beam 2B ~ Beam Beam
IA IIA IlIA IB rIB IIIB 2A 2B
o
17.20
o
o
14.3
o
o 0
12.95 19.8
o 0
,0
I
114 .3
o
o
15.9
o
o
12.3
o
o
12.3
o
30 27
35 I 32
35 32
58 55 6.15 6.85 14.45'11.65 6.85 15.65111.13 13.00
64 61 5.82 5.82 14.45 10.95 14.4 15.65 110.85 14.40
73 70 10.30 11.65 16.4 14.40 17.1 14.2 14.10 14.80
85 82 12.35 10.95 16.6 16.4 18.5 15.65 14.52 16.40
, I100 1 97 12.35 11.65 20.3q 13.0 ,15.75 19.80116.8 17.5
"-_..:..-_-'- ..L--__..I..-__.I.I--__.!.--_~I....__ __Li___ __l"'___ _
•
The advantages of rejacking the strands a short peried
of time after the initial post-tensioning can be seen either
from Table VII or Figure (28). The initial loss of prestress
from the day of prestressing to the day of rejacking is a rather
high 14.3% for beam 2A and 17.20% for beam 2B. However, after
rejacking this per'cent loss is not attained again until after
approximately 85 days for beam 2A and 95 days for beam 2B.
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Since the initial prestressing brings out most of the plastic
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flow during the first few hours, the losses due to it after re-
jacking are not as large. A study of Table VII or Figure (28)
..
will further show that although the percent loss of the two beams
•
• is different in the initial stages, either after the initial
prestressing or rejacking, the overall losses of the two beams
..
•
•
...
seem to equalize. Furthermore, Figure (28) emphasizes that
after a period of ±70 days the curve levels off and tends to become
asymptotic. This observation seems to indicate that the maximum
overall loss has been reached and will not be exceeded again.
Therefore in sununary it can be stated that the main
advantage of rejacking is to reduce .the effects of plastic flow
and elastic deformation due to the initial prestressing.
An important observation that can be made from the
study of the prestress losses is that the percentage measured
exceeds the assumed losses. The design of the beams was based
on the assumption that the loss of prestress will be limited to
20,000 psi (14.3%). However, this percentage is exceeded by
2.0% in beam 2A and 2.7% in beam 2B.
It is evident also that without rejacking the assumed
values of the prestress loss would have been quite inadequate.
d. Up to Design Live Load (Third-point loading)
Since the bending moment across the middle third of
the test beams was constant and assuming no movement .of the
strands relative to the concrete at the points of angle change,
which were also at the third points, the strand stress changes
up to the cracking load are equal to n(= Es/Ec ) times the concrete
stress changes in the surrounding concrete. The change in steel
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stress up to the design load, since it was less than the cracking
Iload, could then be accurately predicted assuming a homogeneous
material. Figures 29 and 30 show the agreement obtained between
the predicted and observed increases in steel stress due to
live load. As shown by these figures, there was very little
change in the behavior of the strands from the first to the fourth
static tests. Another fact which should be noted is that the
behavior of the strands in the two beams is similar. This is
reasonable when we recognize that the two beams must deflect
together, and therefore the steel stresses at a given live load
must be nearly equal for comparable strands in the two beams.
The observed increases in steel stresses due to the
application of the design live load at the time of the first
static test was about 3300 psi for the l"¢ strands and about
4550 psi for the 0.6"¢ strands (stresses given are averages for
the two beams). The increases in steel stresses at the time of
the fourth static test were very nearly the same as at the time
of the first static test. This fact can be noted by inspection
of Figures 29 and 30. The small changes in stress which were
noted, were of an order of magnitude about equal to that of the
accuracy of the strain measurements from which the steel stresses
were computed.
Prior to the time of the first static test, plastic
flow and shrinkage had caused a minimum loss of steel prestress
of about 6% or 8400 psi. Since the maximum increase in steel
stress under the influence of the design live load was only about
4550 psi, the steel stresses (under the influerice of the design
live load) never again reached the value they had at the time of
the post-tensioning. This is shown in Figure 28 where the
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combined losses more than exceed the increase in steel stress
due to working load.
e. During Cracking
As the live load is increased beyond the design load
and the concrete stress in the bottom fiber become tensile, the
steel stresses can still be computed accurately assunling a homo-
geneous section and no movement of the strand at the points of
angle change. This is clearly shown in Figures 31 and 32 where
the agreement between predicted and observed steel stresses is
good up to a load of about 130% of design live load. When the
concrete begins to crack, the mild steel reinforcement, since it
1s bonded to the concrete, must resist most of the additional
tensile forces which the concrete does not now resist. Due to
the decreased moment of inertia of the section the deflection of
the beam must be greater after cracking than before cracking.
Because cf the increased deflection, the strand steel stresses
must therefore also be greater. Inspection of Figures 31 and
32 shows, however, that the strand steel stresses actually
levelled out, and in some strands decreased near a load corres-
ponding to the cracking load as obtained from the load-deflection
curve Figure 13.
It is believed that this behavior is due to slip of
the strands around either one or both of the points of angle
cha;nge, thereby relieving the stress i.n the strands over the
lengths between the concentrated angle changes. The forces
relieved·from the strands when this flshift" occurred were taken
over by the mild steel reinforcement.
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That the slip of the strands at the angle changes was
.;
•
not accompanied by an immediate increase in strand stress at the
links, as shown by Figure 20 may be attributed to friction between
the strands and the surrounding concrete. This friction was no
doubt considerable, as evidenced by the fact that the 2 links on
the 0.6 lt¢ strands in beam 2A registered no measurable strain
during any of the static tests to design ~oad. At a load higher
than the assumed cracking load, the friction was sufficiently
overcome for the link gages to begin recording a significant
increase in strain as shown in Figure 31.
The behavior of comparable strands in the two beams
is quite similar except for their action near the cracking load.
At this point, where friction plays an important part, the
individual characteristics of the strands determined their
behavior.
f. Destruction Test
Figures 33 and 34 show the increase in strand steel
strain during the destruction test with a center load. Here
again, the behavior of the strands in the two beams, since the
beams had to deform together, was qUite similar. The lone excep-
tion is the l"¢ strand of beam 2B which behaves in an unusual
way at the beginning of the test. (Figure 34) Since the beams
were previously cracked, there was no tendency for the strand
steel stresses to drop off as they had before. Furthermore, the
strand steel stresses in the outer third of the beams (at the
links) also increased in a like manner.
(about
•
33,34,
•
to the
psi for
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The increases in steel stress due to the failure load
74,000 Ibs) woro greator tha.n the predicted ones (Figures
and page 49). The average increase in steel stress up
failure load was 44,000 psi for the l"¢ ·strands, and 43,200
the 0.6"¢.strands (averages for the 2 beams). The in-
•
·
creases in strand steel stress due to the failure load were
obtained by adding the elastic strain in the strands prior to
the test to the observed increases in strain due to the failure
load. Entering the stress-strain curve for the particular strand
will then give the total stress in the strand. Subtracting the
steel prestress prior to the test then gives the change in strand
steel stress due to the failure load. The steel prestresses
prior to testing were obtained from the losses summarized in the
table on page 38.
It is apparent from Figure 33 that considerable friction
existed between the strand and the beam during the destruction
test. Had there been no friction at the point of the sharp angle
change of either strand and no friction between these points and
the ends of the beams, an increase in steel stress at midspan
would be accompanied by the same increase in stress at the links.
If friction is present only at the angle changes, then an increase
in the stress at midspan will be accompanled by an increase in
stress at the li.nks equal to some constant times the increase
at midspan. However, the differential increase in the steel
stress of the l"¢ strand at midspan and at the link indicates
that there was considerable friction not only at the points of
the sharp angle change but also between the strand and the sur-
rounding material. This latter case can be clearly seen from
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the readings taken on the 0.6"¢ strands and their corresponding
links.(Figure 33) Even though these strands have only a slight
angle change, experimental observations show the existence of
appreciable frj.ction resistance between the strands and the
concrete. The actual measured increase in steel stress up to
the ultimate load amounted to a maximum total stress of only
about 166,000 psi as against an observed ultimate strengttl in
excess of 210,000 psi.
Failure of the beams was initiated when the mild steel
reinforcement, whose function it was to distribute cracking,
reached the yield point at a stress of about 38,500 psi.
7. - Ultimate Moment
General:
The usual methods applied to compute the ultimate
moment of ordinary and prestressed concrete beams are based on
the fundamental assumption, that plane sections remain plane up
to failure. Thj.s implies the necessity of full bond between
concrete and reinforcing steel. Furthermore, knowing the complete
stress-strain relation of both materials, it is in general
possible to express with the help of the eqUilibrium equation
the stresses in a cross-section as a function of the applied
moment. The ultimate moment is reached when either the concrete
or the steel reaches its ultimate strength. In most of the
beams 'however, the concrete reaches its ultimate strength after
thesteel.has attained sufficient plastic deformation.
However, in a non-bonded beam, the conditions are
fundamentally different from those described in a bonded beam.
The elongation of the non-bonded reinforcement is uniform along
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the beam, depending on the deformation of all the cross-sections
and is thus only indirectly connected with the deformation of .
the concrete in the critical cross-section. Hence the law that
plane sections remain plane does. not hold anymore, whereas the
equilibrium conditions still have to be satisfied. To determine
the steel stresses at collapse it is therefore necessary not
only to consider the critical cross-section, but to investigate
the deformation of the entire beam. At collapse, however, part
of the concrete is in the plastic region, whereas other parts
are still elastic. It is therefore extremely difficult to
determine the actual steel stresses when failure occurs. In
order to compute a lower limit of the ultimate moment an approxi-
mate method described below was used .
The beams under test are not of a complete unbonded
type construction. In order to avoid concentrated cracking by
distributing smaller cracks over a certain length and to increase
the ultimate moment, 3 additional 5/8 "¢' non-prestressed steel bars
were placed in the tension area of the beams. (Figure 9). This
additional reinforcement is of intermediate grade and high bond-
type steel with a total area of 0.920 in2, which is closely
equal to the area of the prestressing strand (1.007 in2 ). To
simplify the investigati.on it is assumed that all strands are
straight and parallel to the surface. Furthermore, it is assumed
that they are completely frictionless which means that the strand
stresses are constant along the beam .
Derivation of the formula:
The approximate method to predict the ultimate moment
is based on the following assumptions
.'
'.
•
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Moment Diagram for
concentrated load
at centerline .
Assumed stress in
the bonded steel
Increase in Strand
Stress
•
1. A great increase of local concrete compression strain
in the critical section causes the neutral axis to move rapidly
upwards, thus bringing about crushing of the concrete. This
incr€ase of the deformation is initiated by the yielqing of the
bonded steel. It is to be noted, that since the area of the
bonded steel is of the same order of magnitude as the area of the-
strand, the yielding of the bonded steel occurs at a high stress
level of the concrete. It is therefore reasonable to assume that
this yielding initiates the failure of the beam, and provides a
criterion for the lower limit of the ultimate moment.
2. The variation of the stress in the bonded reinforce-
ment is assumed to be proportional to the moment curve along the-
•223.6 -47
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beam. For concentrated loading at midspan the stress distribu-
tion has the form of a triangle, with an altitude equal to the
yield stress, when yielding occurs. (Fig. A) The formulae below
are derived for this loading condition. For other loading 'condi-
tions the stress distributions have, to be modified according to
the actual v,'lriation of tt,e live load moment.
3. Since the bonned and the non-bonded reinforcement is
placed at the same depth in the beams, its total elongation over
the length of the deformed beams has to be equal. (Fig. B) This
assumption makes it possible to compute the increase in stress
6fs from the state where the bonded steel is unstressed due to
the applied load.
4. It is assumed that the concrete stress-strain diagram
is parabolic up to the ultimate strength f~ (Fig. 5 stress-strain
cylinder) and that'at the bending moment causing yielding of the
bonded steel, the extreme concrete fiber reaches its ultimate
strength.
5. The resultant of the concrete stress C has to be in
equilibrium with the prestressing force Tp plus the increase of
the strand force.6Tp due to the applied moment and the force in
the bonded reinforcement Ty '
From statement 2 the total elongation of the bonded
steel is:
1/2~ f 1
6 1b = 2' /.>. Y 2x dx, = ::.:x.:::.
, r Eb 1 , 2Eb
, 0/
According to statement 3, this has to be equal to the
total elongation of the strand due to the applied moment:
6. lb = 6. ls = €s ·1
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The average increase in strain in the strands due to
the applied moment can then be expressed as:
From the stress -strain dlc.gram the increase in strand stress
6fs can easily be determired:
D f s =.-: f (C:: s )
Since a complete stress-strain c.Ul"'VC.~ of the strands was not
available an e:xtrapola.ted C'X("le was t~sed as shown in Figure 35.
The experimental curve vihich sto~oped at 158,000 psi was extended
through the ultimate strength of 2l9,COO psi with an assumed
maximum elongation of 4%. The total stress in the strand is then:
f s total = f sp +~fs
where f sp is the stress in the strands at the time when tpe stress
in the bonded steel is zero. Hence the total tension force in
the reinforcement, including the effect of the tension force
necessary to overcome the shortening in the bonded steel due to
the prestress is given by:
T = As • f s total + Asb • fy + Asb • Esb • Eb
which has to be in 'equilibrium with the resulting compression
force of the concrete which is:
C = ~ b x . f~
3
From the equilibrium equation T = C the distance of the neutral
axis from the top of the beam thus becomes equal to:
x = As • f s total + Asb • fy + Asb • Esb • Eb
2/3 b · f~
and the ultimate moment can be computed as:
M = T(d - ~x) = C(d - ~ x)
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Ultimate moment computations for the beam under test:
€s = 38,500 + 293 x 10-6 = 934 x 106
2 x 30 x 106
-49
The second term represents the elastic shortening of the concrete
at the level of the bonded steel.· The total stress in the strands
at collapse then will equal:
f sp = 115,600 psi Measured prestress before destruc-tion test
IJ f s = 25,200 psi Increase in strand stress from Fig.
35
f s total = 140,800 psi
The total stress in the bonded steel at collapse including the
effect of the initial compression can be determined as:
f Sb = f y + E • €sb
.. f sb = 38,500 + 30 x 106 • 293 x 10-6
f sb = 47,300 psi
The total tension force will then be equal to:
T = 140,800 x 1.007 + 47,300 x 0.920
T = 185,1001bs.
x =
185,100
= 2.58 in
2/3 x 18 x 6000
The lower limit of the ultimate moment can be computed as:
M = 185,100 (22.5 - 3/8 x 2.58)
= 185,100 x 21.53 = 4.02 x 106 in.Lbs.
The moment due to the dead weight (including surfacing) is' 541,700
•
..
in.lbs., so that the ultimate live load moment was predicted to
be at least 3.48 x 106 in.lbs. corresponding to
MD + 2.94 ML
or
-50
•
•
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The actual failure occ~rred at a moment of 4.57 x 106 in.lbs.
which corresponds to .
or
In order to compare these results with the ultimate moment of
bonded beams'and to be able to judge the effect of the bond, the
ultimate moment for the latter case was computed. This was done
as described in Progress Report No.5 with the following results:
(a) Beam with no additional steel but bonded strands.
Mu1t = 4.31 x 106 in.lbs. or 94.3% of the actual
ultimate moment in the tested beam.
(b) Beam with additional steel and bonded strands:
Mult = 5.28 x 106 in.lbs. or 119.8% of the actual
ultimate moment in the tested beam .
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AND C O' N C L U S ION S
The member tested was composed of two post-tensioned
prestressed concrete I-beams bolted together at the ends,
quarter points and at the center. Each of I-beams contained
one l"¢ and two 0.6"¢ galvanized strands originally stressed to
140,000 psi. The member was sUbjected to one million repetitions
of equivalent design load (H20-Sl6) applied at the third points.
No cyclic overloads were applied on the member.
The 1,000,000 cycles of repetitive load although
simulating very nearly 100 years of the structural life of a
bridge, do not give an indication as to any ill effect of
corrosive elements that may affect the ungrouted galvanized
strands. In that respect time alone will tell about the adequacy
of the protection prOVided. The reader must bear in mind that
no observations were made on this aspect of the construction and
could not possibly have been made.
General:
1. The member proved to be structurally satisfactory
for its intended purpose J
2. The method of analysis used to predict the behavior
of the assembled beams was as satisfactory as could be expected.
Unexpected cracking induced at the time of the assembly of the
two Ilb~ams made a detailed comparison of experimental versus
predicted values difficult.
3. Jacking from one end does nqt assure uniform stress
throughout the entire length of the strands, jacking from both
ends would eliminate the variation caused by friction.
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1. The concrete strength at the time of initial prestress-
Deflections:
.. 1 . The predicted deflection of 0.36"(L/1200} under design
..
load agreed closely to the measured 0.33 in.
2. . The deflection under design load was little affected
by the cyclic loading although camber decreased 40% in value
after 1,000,000 repetitions of design load.
3. Loading the member to 85% of ultimate load left a
negligible permanent deflection (Fig. l4)
4. 'The deflection under 2.67 times the design load was
1.86". The recorded deflection at the time when the ultlmate
load was reached, was 5.6".
Cracking:
1. The member did not crack under design load.
2. The cracks that appeared at 126,000 cycles of design
loading were due to the lateral bending induced by the assembly
of the beams. (Fig. l7)
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The cyclic loading and the static tests following the
..
•
discovery of the cracks did not affect the crack pattern and
except for two new cracks, no additional cracks were observed •
5. In view of the fact that the only cracking observed
was induced by the lateral bending brought about by the assembly
of the two beams, it is recommended that the alignment of the
forms be checked thoroughly and that the beams be assembled using
some kind of cushioning material at the abutting surfaces.
Concrete Stresses:
1. Since the effect of cracking due to the lateral bending
and a possible tWisting could not have been incorporated in the
calculations of the stresses, the experimental values recorded
were smaller than the predicted ones at midspan.
2. At the centerline of the individual beams the. inter-
polated values based on straight line distribution of the strains
as recorded by the SR-4 on the web, are very close to the pre-
dicted values. (FigS.18 and 19) The theoretical stress values
for the other points on the member agree with the experimental
results.
3. The overall behavior of the member up to cracking load
proved to be homogeneous .
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1. The total prestress loss in beam 2A and beam 2B was
16.8% and 17.5% respectively. The loss assumed in the design was
14.8%. The measured. loss exceeds the assumed one by 2% in beam
2A and 2.7% in beam 2B.
2. The design lo~d repetitions did not affect the loss in
prestress beyond the effects of plastic flow, shrinkage and creep.
It would appear that within the time used by these tests the loss
has approached its maximum value. (Fig. 28)
3. The practice of rejacking the strands to the level of
the initial prestressing load has the advantage of limiting the
prestress losses.
Steel Stresses:
1. The steel stresses below cracking load agree with the
predicted ones .
2. The behavior of the strands in both beams was similar.
3. Under design load the steel stresses never reached the
initial prestressing value since the- losses decrease the pre-
stressing force to an extent greater than the increase due to
live load.
4. An apparent tendency for the adjustment of the friction
forces presumably those concentrated at the angle changes, was
observed at loads higher than cracking loads.
Effect of Repeated Loading:
No adverse effects were observed on the member as a
,
result of the million repetitions of design load. A decrease
of camber was observed on the member which could be attributed
either to the loss in prestress or to the application of 1 million
loaq repetitions.
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Following completion of the repetitive load test
program and the static tests performed at regular intervals the
beam failed under center loading as a result of a compressive
failure in the top concrete. The maximum moment reached was
(MD + 3.40 ML) or 2.65 (MD + ML)' The additional intermediate
grade steel increased the computed ultimate moment by 6.7% as
compared to a similar member with bonded strands without addi-
tional reinforcement .
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FIG:36 VIEW OF THE FORMWORK FOR
BEAM SA
FIG. 38 CLOSE UP OF THE LINKS
'IG.~' DETAIL OF FORMWORK SHOWING
END OF BEAM SA
Note sleeves for strand
fittings
FIG.39 POSITIONING OF THE TWO O.6IN.
STRANDS
Note the additional steel and
protection around ~he SR-4
Strain Gages.
••
•
FIG.40 LOADING THE BEAMS FOR THE TRIP
TO BE THLEHEM
Note diaphragms and location of
holes for transverse assembly
96
•
•
FIG.41 DEMONSTRATION OF THE
METHOD OF POSTTENSIONING
IN THE LABORATORY
FIG.42 CLOSE UP DETAIL OF
THE END OF BEAM 2A
• •
FIG. 4:3
• •
GENERAL TEST SET-UP FOR CYCLIC
LOADING AND STATIC TESTS 1 to 4:
. . .. ... ..
.~
r ~__
FIG. 44 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF SR-4
STRAIN GAGE RECORDERS
FIG.45 SIDE VIEW OF BEAM 2A AT 280% DESIGN
LIVE LOAD
Note single center line loading
FIG. 46 - SIDE VIEW OF BEAM ~A AND BOTTOM
VIEW OF BOTH BEAMS NEAR COLLAPSE
Note crack distribution
. . .. ' ... ...
FIG.47 SIDE VIEW OF BEAM 2A AND BOTTOM
VIEW OF BOTH BEAMS AT COLLAPSE
FIG.49 'BOTTOM VIEW OF BOTH~EAMS'WITH
LOOSE CONCRETE CLEARED AFTER
RELEASE OF LOAD.
Note buckling of mild steel
FIG.48 SIDE VIEW OF BEAM 2A AT COLLAPSE
FIG.50 GENERAL 'VIEW OF MEMBER 'AFTER DESTRUC-
TION TEST with instrumentation and
loading rig removed
-
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DESIGN OF ONE-uNIT :KON-GROUTED POSTTENS10NED '38' BE.A.M
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It 1.77
+-'--~~flI-I---- N. A. ... ---~ - - -----_....
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8'
yA'Section
fROPER'TIIES OF SECTIO};-'---'~----------==J
! fly ! .Ay 2 ! :1:- Eccentr.icity I
+----....-..l----~---+.----<I__-.--_I_--- .--------.----.
'412. CO 1. 75
. .1
II
III
:;rv
V
63.0C
9.-37
104.50
4.87
13.0
4.0
1528.
,2(;6.
1358.
'2C.
73.
'~7, 048.
4,535.
'1'1,660.
78.
64.
1.
-3,144
1.
1@ .577 =.5~7x6.A4 ~3.?2
I'f@ .'215 =.430:ll!2.·31 =0.99
1:007 :4. '7i
l4.71 = 4.681.007
e = 14.'23-4.68 9.55
....----....-..l-----I~---.,+__--_+_--.-_+_---_4_-----.-
'223.74 '3185. 59,449. -3,'253.
3,'253.
62,702.
'-- --' ', -l.. .._.:.- ...l-__-i.-._, • _
•
•
y= -3185 = 14.23"
'2~3. 7
.r = 62702 -'823.7 (14.
'
23)'2
.1 = 17363 iii"
•
•
:1 = St =17363 = 1476iii3
Ct 11.77
:1-= sb = 17363 = ~220. iii3
cb 14.'23
-100
'~x 150 = '233 1bs. per ft.
14·4
1 (233) '36 2 = '37,700 ft.lbs. =452,000 in.lbs.@centerllile
8
Top fiber f A52000 .. +-307. lbs. psi Compr. @ centerline
. c 1476.
Bottom fiber f t =4520eO,= -·371. Ibs. psi Tension @ctrln.J!220
V = 1.' ~233X:36) = 4190 lbs. at Support
'2
'30 lbs.per... ~O x.l§ ,,45 lbs. per ft.
J!2
Surf. D. L. Moment 12 x ·37700 = 7480 ft.lbs. = 89, 700in.lbs. @ centerline
233
'223.6 5/15/ e4
mHl.19M'.
l. We1ght of beam
• D.L. Moment
•
• ·Bending Stresses
•
Shear
'2. Surfacing
Bending Stresses Top fiber f c : ~ x ·307 = +59. Ibs. psi. Compr. @ ctrln.
12~3
Btm. fiber f t = ·45 x ·371 : -n. lbs. psi. Tension @ ctrln.
1233
c
Shear V =45 x 4190 = 810 Ibs. at Support
'233
..
lJ.Y] 1.QM2'
Assuming~/5 of H20-S16 wheel load .is carried by a
L.L. Moment per beam:1 x 1 ~378900 ft.lbs.)= 75780
·-'2 10 Lane Moment
pair of 18" wide beams.
ft.lbs. =910,000 in.lbs.
@ ctrln.
Bending Stresses:
L.L.Shear per beam:
'22730 ft.lbs. ='273,000 in.lbs.
@ ctrIil•.
1,183,000 in.lbs.
@ ctrln.
+802 lbs.psi. Compr. @ ctrln.Top fiber f c = 1,183,O~O =1476
Btrn.fiber f t = 1,183,000 : -970 lbs.psi.Tension @ ctrln.1'220'
1 x·~ (53,'300 Ibs.) = 10,660 lbs. at 'Support
~ 10 Lane Shear
= • '31 Use O. '30.00:Impact
..
:Impact: Use 0.'20 '3,'200 Ibs.
13,860 lbs. at 'Support
•
~3. 6 5/15/54
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140,000 Ibs. psi. Pi = 140,000 x 1.007 = 141,000 Ibs.
at Centerline (before losses)
•
•
FOST-TENSIOl\II\G
Steel area
Initial Prestress
Concrete Stresses
1-1 "10 + 2~0. 6't¢ Cabies As = 1.007 psi.
• Top fiber
Bottom fiber
f t
= 141000 141000(9.55)=
- '282 Ibs. psi.
'223.7 1476
f 141000 + 141000(9.55)__ 17351b .c = _. +,' S. pSl.
223.7 ~220
Concrete Stresses at Centerline (after lesses)
Assuming losses of '20,000 Ibs. psi. Ff = ~20,000 x 1.007 = £21,000 Ibs.
'Top fiber f = 121000 _ l!21000 (9. 55) = - '~~'2 1b .
t 223.7 1476 -~ 6. p8l.
Bottom fiber f = 1:21000 + 1'21000(9.55)= + 1488 Ibs. psi.
c 237 1220
SUAJMARY - STF.ESSES I.T CEN'IERLINE OF ·36 t SPAN
+ 32 2
P. S. +0. L. +Su rf. +L. L.
+886+8 02
+136~ +1292 -970
... S.+O,L. P.S.+O.L.+ L.L.
Sur f •
+25
+ I 735
P. S.
- 28 2
D. L.
+3°7
- 371
•
,.
BKF'ORE LOSSES :IN FFESTRESS
+307 -2~2 +65 +12~ +802 +926
+n
P. S. +D. L. +Su r f. +L. L.
+1 H7 -970
P.S.+D.L. P.S.+D.L.+ L.L.
Su r f.
P. s.D. L.
- 3 JI•
"
..
AFTER LOSSES :11\ PRESTRESS
'223.6 5/15/54 -102
THIRD-POINT LOADING FOR TEST BEAM
Develop centerline moment due to Truck Lo~ding + .Impact + Surfacing.
•
•
"
. -36 . an II- •
Equl~~Thlrd Pt.Leada
~fl tMpact
10C,% Live Load
·Truck Loading P = 910000 =
J!2xJ.t2 6,.~25 1bs.
E quI V• T fI, • r d , t • Lo. d.
lIth I*Ptct ;: 301
p =4183,00.0 =0025 1bs.
J.t2 x J:2 .
6,945 1bs.Ea.Eeam
~ ~113,890 1bs. For '2·Bme.
, l\o~Irr~pact. . _
'Surfacing p = 89700
l!2xJ:2
620 1bs. p = 620 1bs.
8845 1bs. Ea. Eeam
17,690 1bs.For '2 Ems
:Impact = '30%
•
150% Live Load Equlv.Thlrd PLleads
No Impact
Equlv.Thlrd Pt.leada
WIt him pac t = }O'
•
'Truck Loading
'Surfacing
1. 5x 6~25 = 9,487 1.5 x 8225 =
620
10,lC7 Ibs.Ea.Beam
r.2O,!210 1bs. For '2 ·Ems. -
I. No Irnpact
3.12;-337
620
1:2,957 Ibs. Ea.Bearn
'25,910 1bs. For '2 ·Bms
Impact = -30%
'200% Live Load Equlv.Thlrd Pt. loads
Ne Impact
Equlv.Tlllrd PLlea.s
With Impact = ,0$
---------------~-
17,070 1bs.Ea.Beam
r'34 ,140 1bs. For '2 Bms
:Impact ='30% __-1
'2.0 X 8225 = 16,450
620
102,650
620
. 13,.270 1bs.,F,a.Beames. 540 lb. s. For 'Z:-&-~-:1
No :Impact 1
--.;..:...----_....
Truck Loading 2.0x 6325 =
Surfacing
•
••
•
'223.6 5/15/54
Tes
J
~- - - h.!.w~~.,~n 1. 11 rl,
- fiT
1'-0 ".-11
I 2' - 0
-103
t Lead
•
~
pue to Dead Load . ~eglecting effects of diaphragms and solid end sections.
w '" '233 Ibs./LF Shear at Support V = '233 x 18 '" 4190 Jbs.
at Third' Ft. V = '233 x 6 = 1400 Ibs.
Due to Cables At 1" na' • t res i (20, 000' 'b s • P i I • At' 1 nIt I a 1st res s I C+ 0 , 00 0 I b s •
1-1"¢
'2-0.6"¢
Pfe 1~0\000 x· .577 ~
Pr=120,OOO X '2(.'215)
Pi=140,OOOx .577 = 80,800 1ts.
Pi=140, OOOXl2 (.'215) =60,'200 Ibs.
141,000 J.bs.
;:aretan 13,56;:'5 =4 0 56•. 2
. 1566
+6 7/ 16
1>2 7/ I , sina '"
c'osa '"
.0866-4
'99624
sin a = .00762
cos a '" .99997•
'3 '/2
-'2 ,/6
1 '; / 16
~= aretan 1.1875 '" 0°;:'6.2
l~ ======f~=::-___ 156
--T I-- '\6 11
1-1 "¢
'2-0. 6'~
'V
6000 Ibs.
,390·
-6390 Ibs.
H·
69,1001bs.
51,700
1'20,300 1CB.:
V
7000 Ibs.
460
7460 Ibs.
R
80,500 Ibs.
60,'200
140,700 Its.
223.6 ';:/15/54 -104
Edge It f Tape r
..
•
..
•
ffiFllE
--
10'-1 "
D.L •
--" ;r--
1
",
200i LL + Imp. __Su rhcl"9 +
i Test-l~
I
! I ~OO
. '7070~
I
Load Pol"t
DL + P f "
------- ..._-------.
. L+IDL"" +200~
f L+lOL+P f+1 'O~
L+P +1 OO~ L+l
..
..
•
ffiFJffi
,,+~ +L" DL + , f1-----..1~6.L:70::.......-- _J~ ~-_...l, ~9902200
DL+P f
5/15/54
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PRESTRESS AT EDGE OF TAPER
•
..
P f 69, 100 I
I 2'-11 .. I... i
2.92'
E1700x13.?Z = 5.87"
517CO+69l00
].120800 ('3. 15) =+12&3
1476 (Comp. )
1120800(3.15)=+853
12m (Corr,p. )
.140'i00(~.15)=+330
1476 (Comp. )
l!20800'+
'223.7
1120800
'223.7
After Losses
Etm. Fiber 140700 + 1-40700 ('3.15) .+993
'223.7 l!220 (Comp. )
Top Fiber
C6nerete Stresses
~.;-------,..._.-~:.-....
• • ! ••
Berm Losses
Top'Fiber 140700
'823. ?
60200x13.'7'2' = 5.87"
60200+8050028,3\ 330~,
.."t----_+_
",=60200 t bs \
Hf=51700 1bS Btm. Fiber23" L.- ~......
993
.. "
,=80500 Ibs
f=69100 1 bs
~e=3.1'"-
3·72
05
- -
---
9.
7
":
"I
I
!) •.87
1
2,3
,.
-'---
- .
11.7
Edge of
Taper C&---
0.21.1._~-!I~~~;-----..2~::!- _-t-- 2-0. 6 "<I>
I
P, 60, 20 °1
• Pf 51,Zo.P!
2'-11 = 2.92'
•
f.,RESTRESS AT LEFT OF' 1/3 f'OU:f
__~ ..•i.,q$ Q ..._'., _ •.n_. _
Btm.Fiber 541 + 1120800(9.55)= +1487
].Ia20 (Camp.)
Concrete Stresses
:,_ ••.>~ ••• ..-w...;..-..~ ..•. '>',. - ."",,- •
- Before Losses
Top Fiber 140700 _ 140700 (9.55) ",-'281 ,
1223.7 '1476 (Tens. )
Etm. Fiber 630 + 140~OO (9 .55) = i ';32
1'220 , (Cornp. )
•
Left of
1/'3 Pt.
ca--- . 1---+---
•
After Losses
Top Fiber 1'20800
'223.7
1I20800(9.55)=~241
1476 (Tens.)
1"87 1732
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•
•
_~"';t:}gMQm~t-~ Test Loads
-4t- E'~e Q.r T~or . 1'-11" from centerlinE'l 'suppo::t
De~d Load' M= '4190 (1. 92) -1233 t1. 92) 2 =8040 ft.lb!. -'~~" 7061.0 It.1bs:.
'e;
Bending Stress 4" above Center Gravity. 7610:x;1'2 (41 == "'21 Ibs. psi. (Comp.)
_"~<-" 17363
Surfacing + 100% (LL+'1) 14:: ~45 (1. 92,)..= U,OOO ft.1b.s.
Bending Stress '4" above Center Gravity 17QOOx1!2 (4),.· +47 1bs. psi. (Compo )
17363
Surfacing + 150% (LL+1) JA:: N.:957 (1. 92) = .24,900 ft .lbe.
Bending Stress '4" above Center Gravity +69 lbs. psi. (COf,;p.)
'Surfacing +"200% (LL+.I) 11 = 17070 (1. 92) = '32,eOO ft.lbs.
,-'
·Bending-Stress ·4" above Center Grav.it.v + 91 Ibs. psi. (Corr,p.)
Dead Load
Sendin€, Stress
M:: '4190 (1'2) - '233 (1'2)' 2 = 50300-16800 '" '33, &'0 tt.1bs.
'2
'4" above Center Gra;tty ·33500 PJ2)'4 '" +93 Ibs. psi. (Comp. )
1!r:3€-:3
•
1:
Surfacing + 100% (LL+:1) !Ii:: 8845 (liZ) :: ).06,)200 ft.lbs.
Bending 'Stress 4" above Center Gravity 106,,("0 x m
1000
Surfacing + 150% (LL~1) ~ = ~2957 (1'2) :: 155500 ft.Ibs.
+1295 Ibs. psi. .
(Comp.)
Beneing Stress 4" above Center Gravity + 430 lbs.psi. (Comp.)
•
'Surfacing .. '200%. (LL+'1) Wi c 17070 (lI2) a '£05,000 ft.lbs.
13er.-ding Stress 4" above Center Gravity + 567 Ibs. psi. (Comp. )
At C. G. 4" Above C. G.
Sect loa A y Ay Sect len A y Ay
v ~:; ..,I 6).00 10.02 631 6. 02 3H
I I 9 -37 7071 73 9. 37 3·77 35
I I I -,., x S .2 7 II 5. 50 - II. 1.3!l
.l!!. 5. 'xli. 27 a) 05 2. 135 .i!-
t I 7 • a7
°CG== 892 °Il = 116 II
Prlnclp.1 Tena'l, Stress
11.77
III
_~-+_-+- .CG
5 JRLs
x~~--- x
-v-
,c.23. € 5/15/54
-107
S!1EAR STRESSES
AtE.9.p,e 0 f Ta~
IL + PI y = 3720
At Center GraYIty Y = ll20 18921 = :311.7 psi
• 1736315'"
At ~ above Cnt r. GYty. Y = .. 6~ j 11.7 = 18. ° psi
__0 x-
692
~s x~ 6 3° St" t ({II°I , 800 - 6 , oJ .. 2 • 5x .. 397, °°° ps'lI y 2. II, !I00
St=i (1302,300-5119)= ~ psi
, 0 L + P f y = 2670
H C" t r. Gy t Y • y .. 2670 x 3 ~. 7 = H.9 psi S t = ~ (/295, 50 °-5 ~ I ) .. I • 5 psi
3720
",
At ~ abeYO Cntr.Gyty. y=~ x I 8 ,.0= I 2.9 P 6 J
3720
DL + ~f + 100SIL + II v=6195
At Cntr. Gyty.
At II abeve Cntr.Gyty.
v = 6J95 18921= 57.9 ~sl
/736315.51
~611
v= x 57.9 = 30.1 psi
892
•
•
IL + P f + 15Dlll + II v= 10305
At Cntr. Gyty. v= I03 0 5 x 57.9 =96.~ psi
6195
At II abeva Cntr.Gyty. v= 103 0 5 x 30.1 =50.1 psi
6 I 95
'I pst.
-,
OL + ~f + 200llL +11 v c 1111120
At \I above Cntr.Gvty • ., = I ~~20 x)O.1 =70.2
61 "
At Cntr.Gyty. '," 1~~20 1157.9 =13~.8
6195
p s J
p. I 9.,
psi
At \I. b • I o. en t r'. Gv t 'y •
'SHEAR STRESSES
~ ,to k.ll 2! J:!3 roirt
oL + PI
At Cntr.G,ty.
v =
~ .
6060
6060 18921 =
173631505 1
,6060 =
107
56. 6 5
psi
At ,IV- IIbove
psi
11. 5
psi
S t .. ~ ()3°I , 700 - 5 11 t) :::
49 90 =
205
~990 = ~6.6
107
'1/= ~9'0 1~6~' =
i73631,.,1
y =Gvty.At Cntr.
IL + ,. f
•
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r ..~
Force diagram
t.
Cft,MBER CQMPUTATIONS
G ~-........ -- ,...,,""-- .-.~ --_._._---- ---_._---: ---::...---~---.-
F~ tl-..2-+- dle.~ .. ,- --~I~FV ..EIS1due
t,·· N.A. fv ~-1~b-~.' ._~:::::'':''~~'. -- • -_.~••t.. .•..••,~. .
~ ·..·..·· : .-....1?-Ph b
.Fig. b
Geometry of
force di agr~lm
l"¢ 'Strand Only
Moment Area Solution
to PH:Fha (c+d) (O;d) -FHa (C,;d)
(F'ig. c)
I a+bl
•
t=h~ . ~.~..,A . . T.h. .-!h.. , 0·_
.Fig. Cd_I I_ d Ip~. "Jtv
l +Fv 1Pv
Hg.d
(fiE. d)
EIS'3 '" (P-PH) bc (d+,.§:)G
FROOF
i
.!- , , , , ,' ...j .!
i + iFha
! !~
E-'~'---~--l
Fi£.e
koment diagrams due to
l'orces showl! l:1boVE::
t:oment at centerline'" Pb
Substituting in (1) these values:
._p.~~..._ -.J.c:.+.:~.t~.... -Fbt..__. !~~____ =Mf~~ ,,'cPt (atb) 2 Vd 2+ (atb) 2
•
...................................................................::. _ :::::.::.:::..::::::::: pJ
1....., ::: _........... ..':.JP-Ph) b :
p [ad~ (atb) d - b Vd?~( 8tb) :2]
Mt [Vd 2 ~ (e +b) 2]
ME = -Pb
+ dbl =
1
e;1f;54 -109
1.A
.,
'.
0.·6"¢Strands
.Elb4 due to Il;= ,..FE~2(c+d) (c+d) " -Fr b(c+d)2
2 2
Computations:
~··-"··"·"'·"~·:·!.·~·::"··""·""·"7""·········""·"··""··:: ~..~ I ~..~ ~ _ · 1
: i1-------- I
..· 1 ·..· - ! 1'
a, ~- . i
.-" ';-t--' . I--_._~ -----r.- -- . _ ==- --=-- . .. . ............4 1
~! ,bl _ _ _ a ' : !.
. ..L 2 t I'd23" 12°
--L'- -- ."oj' I i_ _ - ?' I
!- ..,..J •.•If l t
3.·
a1= 5.77"
a.2~ -10.73"
bl = 7.79"
b.2= 11.92"
(al+b1)- 1-3.56
Prestressinf; eXisting before rej ackin£,:
•
..
Beam 2P.: 1 "¢: 68.0 kips 0. 6"<t: 26.2 kips 0.6"¢: 26.2 kips
Beam 2B: 1"¢: . 64.8 kips 0.6"¢: 25.8 kips C.6;'¢: ,26.2 kips
'The camber of beam 2ft. only will be computed for illustrative purposes.
FH" . 156 (68,000)= 67,600 Ibs; Pv" 1'3.56 (6,8,OCO) =5,890 ibs.
l VI562+1'3. 56 2 V24f:O
T. (c+d) 2 I. [d 3 (It)ll () '!;)28 2 .Elbtop strandD AEal ~ - v ~ + cd d~1" 67,6CO 5.77 ~2 ~5,890
le6)+ ~.2 (156) (1.76+-36)" 1 1 1 6 ,., 10 6 1 1 6 Ib . 3f· :: O,f:Ox 0 -1e-O,500x = - 0,.3f:Ox 0 • In
.'1:
v
PE '= F = 52,.400 1bs.
a tbP 0:::: 2 2 I=
v 156
-10.73+).1.92 (e2,400) =403 1bs.
156
EISbot strands" PEa,2 (C;d) 2_F'v l1\Cd (d~)l .. 52,'400 (-10.73) 51. ~8XIQ3 -4(,'3l3.'43X10~
.. 14,790xl0 6 - 1'28CxlC 6 = -16,17Cx10 6 lb .. in. 3 .
.EI btotal :II - (lC,-3eC If, 170) x10 6 =2€,e2CxlC 6
I = 17,'363 in" F' =4"48x10 6 psi
•
b ... 26. 52Cx1C 6 ..
17,'363x4.48xl0 6 0.'337'" t
0.210"· net camber omitting
plastic flow effect
bn. L.=~ = .O~233Jr36x4323. .. ,,0.127..1 ,
'384EI '384xl7, '363x4• 48xl0 6
'J
.,
(1)
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h -E f ,~ h 12 1 .K ,III
-SPl.j:LE CCMfUTATIO:r-;SFOIi FRI};CIP.ALSTRESSES
aM • ~ to; : :0 ± t; fie;:eb);-;2(.b=e~l' ]
'r = G V'2(e a-eb)2 + 'Z(eb-ec) 2m
-110
~('2eb-ea-ec)
± (ee-ec)
where ~M = Major frinciralStress
'om = Minor Frincipal Stress
'r. = Shear 'Stress (maximum)J1!
E = ~odulus of Elasticity of Concrete
G :: A;odulus of Elasticity dn 'Shear :: where
Rosette located below top flange, '2' -1" from centerline
bearing at Anchor End.
•
~ :: Foisson's ratio for concrete
(assun:ed to be = 0.15)
¢ = AnEle from horizontal to plane on which Aiajor Principal Stress acts •
ea, eb' ec = Strains in concrete measured '45-alla~t: •
P sample calculation follows:
'Beam/2B, 1st. static test, '2nd. cycle, load = l7.69K •
Gages D2, D3, D4
e'2 = e a = -15}'
~3 = eb = +'28
84 = ec :: +5
E :: '4,'22 x 10 6 psi., ~ =0.15, G = 1. 84 x 106 psi.
'~M:: 4.'22 r:-15+r ± _1_ 11~(_15-128)2 + '2~28-5)2-'.1
m ,2 1-0.15 1+.15 V
- -
~~; :: '2.11 [-1J2 ± 60J ~M :: +181 psi CTm = -le2 psi
In
• ~'2 (-15-128) 2',..m • 1.84 + '2 (128- 5) 2 = 1. 84 (69) = 1'27 psi
"' ¢ = 1 tan- l ± ('2. '28- (-15) -5) 1 t -1::
- an (-'3.<~O) = -'36-'34'
'2 ± (-15-5) '2
..
,)
...
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1. - Objectives
A P PEN D T X IV
-----.-...- .... _---.
A. Introduction
(Excerpts from Progress Report 5)
-Ill
•
•
During the last few years prestressed concrete has
gained wide use in the United States. The rapid utilization of
this new material has been possible partially because of the
'favorable experiences in Europe during the past two decades.
Numerous tests. have been performed or started in this
country to verify the validity under American conditions of
results obtained elsewhere and to seek information that has not
so far been available. Of the latter group of research the in-
vestigation of the behavior of prestressed concrete members under
repeated loadings is perhaps the most important since one of the
main applications of prestressed concrete has been in highway
bridges.
Some tests of the effect of repeated loading have. been
performed in Europe. Differences in material properties, con-
struction practices, and magnitude and frequency of highway load-
ings makes the direct use of such data as are available unsatis-
factory. Moreover, factors such as geometric similarity and
mass effects cause serious difficulties in interpreting test
data in case small-size models are used.
The present investigation was therefore initiated in
1951 with the ultimate purpose.to furnish data that may aid in
the preparation of design specifications. Specifically,the
objectives are:
2.
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1.
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Comparison of beam behavior under static loads with
that predicted by available methods of analysis.
Observation of the effect of simulated 11fet~e service
•
..
•
through the application in the laboratory of an equiva-
lent number of maximum design loads and overloads.
3. Comparison of the structural adequacy of prestressed
beams of various systems l each representing a typical
economical design for the span length (36 ft.) and the
loading (AASHO H20-Sl6-44 truck loading) in question.
4. Comparison of the isolated beam behavior with the
behavior in composite bridge decks.
2. - Test Program
The above objectives are pursued through the following
general test program:
(+) Pilot beam tests.
(2) Full-scale beam tests.
(a) Pretensioned 380ft. beam.
(b) One-unit non~grouted post-tensioned
38-ft. beam.
(c) Multi-unit non-grouted post-tensioned
38-ft. beam.
(d) Possible additional full-scale beam tests.
(3) Model tests of beams and composite bridge behavior.
(4) Test of an actual structure .
Note:
The program as described above has been slightly
changed at the JulYI 1953 Committee Meeting. It was agreed that
phases (2c and 2d) will be eliminated in favor of a study of
.'
, (~
"
•
.,
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bonding characteristics of prestressing strands. It was also
agreed to substitute the phase "short span bridge ll for umodel
tests" in phase (3).
Phase (1) above consisted of five 8 t1 x l2 t1 X 12 1 -0 11
beams, giving a compar.ison of various prestressing systems and
regular reinforced concrete in model beams subjected to static
third-point loading, as reported upon earlier.*(5,6,7) The
experimental techniques, were also studied and improved during
the pilot investigation.*(4) Step (~b) in the above program
is reported upon herein.
Phase (2) in this investigation involves a very ambi-
tious testing program, oarrying full-scale beams through a full
lifetime service. The number of individual tests must therefore
necessarily be kept small. A complete separation of variables
affecting the beam behavior is not economically feasible, and the
objectives of phase (2) of the investigation is limited to a
comparison of the overall behavior of various types of prestressed
beams as represented by typical designs according to the best
current AMERICAN PRACTICE for each type.
The handling and transport of 38~ft. prefabricated,
pretensioned beams presents no difficulties; yet this length is
large enough for post-tensioned members to be competitive under
present conditions. The test set-up is greatly simplified by
maintaining a constant length for the different types of test
beams. Thus the length 38 ft. with a simple span of 36 ft.
between supports was selected.
*Numbers refer to List of References.
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B. Testing Procedure
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1. - Simulated Service Loading
The objective of the repeated load tests on full-size
prestressed concrete beams is to observe the effect of the
maximum magnitude and the maximum number of loads and overloads
that a corresponding bridge member may be expected to experience
during an estimated lifetime.
The 1949 AASHO IISpecification for Highway Bridges ll and
recent traffic volume surveys are aids in determining these
loadings; however, considerable judgment is obViously needed in
the process of arriving at reasonable equivalent experimental
loadings .
a. Magnitude of Design Live Load:
The basis for the design live load on the test beam
is the AASHO H20-Sl6-44 loading (Spec. 3.2.5.c) with the minimum
rear axle spacing of 14 ft. (Fig. Ia). This is the most severe
AASHO specification loading which exceeds the legal limits in
all of the United States. Quoting from a March 20, 1953 letter
from Mr. E. L. Erickson, Chief, Bridge Branch, U. S. Bureau of
Public Roads:
liThe permissible types, sizes and weights of trucks
operating on the highways are governed by the laws of
the individual States. Most States permit loads of
18,000 lbs. on any single axle and 16,000 Ibs. on each
of two ax~es spaced at least 4.0 feet apart. A few
States permit single axle loads slightly greater than
18,000 Ibs. The H20-S16 truck, with its 32,000 lb.
223.6
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"single axles, is not a legal vehicle in any State.
It should be regarded only as a standard group of
axles, which, when applied to a structure, produces
stresses approximately equal to the composite effect
of the various vehicles in the traffic. This explains
-115
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why relatively few dual axles with a combined weight
exceeding 32,000 Iba. are recorded in traffic surveys.
We believe, however, that many of the trucks weighted
and listed produce moments in a 36-ft. span approach-
ing those of the H20-S16 truck".
To the static H20-S16-44 loading is added the effect
of impact according to AASHO 1949 Spec. 3.2.12.c .
50I = ~ 0.30
L +125
where the span length in question, L = 36 ft., yields I = 0.31.
Thus, 30% is added for impact to t~e loads shown in Fig.r(a).
The fraction of a wheel load to be carried by each
longitudinal ,beam is determined by AASHO 1949 Spec. 3.3.1.b.
Since only a 2-in. concrete or bituminous topping is normally
used on this type of beam the most severe case of S/3.75 is used.
With beam spacing S = 3 ft., equal to the width of the members,
the fraction of a wheel load to be carried by each beam is
3/3.75 = 0.80.
The resulting actual beam load and moment diagram for
the critical truck position are shown in Fig. r(b) and (c), to-
gether with the experimentally used third-point loading producing
the identical maximum moment. The weight of the topping, 30 Ibs.
per sq. ft., is also included in the third-point loading.
223.6
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b. Number of Design Live Loads:
The total number of maximum design live loads to be
expected during the lifetime of the structure is the product of
the load frequency and estimated lifetime, both of which are
subject to jUdgment.
Ref. 8 lists distribution of wheel loads on commercial
vehicles on typical roads in seven midwestern states as obtained
from 1948 state planning surveys. The H20-S16 wheel load falls
in the heaviest group listed (more than 15,000 Ibs. static wheel
load), which is represented only under highways Class I, "Primary
Route in or Near a Metropolitan Area ll , with a maximum frequency
of 10.1 wheel loads per day in both directions. The equivalent
number of H20-S16 trucks in each direction is 2.5 per day. Ref.9
points to an average increase in traffic volumes of 9% per year.
Projecting 25 years ahead from 1953, the maximum number of H20-S16
trucks in each direction should average about 10 per day over
the next 50 years. Although the number of overloaded trucks per
1000 wei~hed has recently showed a decline(9) this figure may
be raised to 20 per day due to the uncertainties in predicting
traffic developments over such a long period.
It may prove even more difficult to arrive at an
estimation of the expected lifetime of highway bridges of about
36-ft. span length. Assuming 50 years and the frequency arrived
at above the total number of maximum design loads is 365,000.
The following Table (A) of number of truck and truck combinations,
per 1000 loaded and emp~y vehicles, that exceeded any of the
permissible load limits recommended by the AASHO shows the over-
load frequency and magnitude to be expected.
I
!
!
'-
•.,
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Table A
No. of trucks per 1000 loaded
and empty vehicles that were
From Ref. ( 9 ) overloaded by more than
0% 5% 10% 20% 30% 50%
Summer 51 72 52 35 16 7 1
Summer 50 92 68 46 21 10 3
-117
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It appears that few or no loads may be expected to
exceed 150% of the permissible limits.,
2. - Repetitive Loading Machine
Fig. 43 gives a general view of the repetitive loading
machine which was designed and constructed in Fritz Engineering
Laboratory for the purpose of these tests. The machine is capable
of applying equal third-point cyclic loads of up to 25,000 Ibs.
to beams up to 36-ft. span at variable frequency from 1/8 to 250
cycles per minute.
A detailed description of the machine will be given
in a separate paper* and only a brief outline is included here.
A 50HP motor (Fig. I~a) operating a variable-volume
pump (Fig. lIb) supplies the pressure to two 15,000 psi hydraulic
tension jacks under the beam third-points. A solenoid-operated
four-way valve (Fig. IIc) is inserted between the pump and the
jacks. The solenoid is activated by a photoswitch timer which
allows the independent selection of the loading and unloading
periods between 0.1 sec. and 4 minutes •
By regulating the pressure of the oil supplied to the
jacks and leaving the jacks, the periods of loading and unloading,
*The paper entitled "Machine to Apply Repeated Loads to Large
Flexural Members ll by A. Roesli l ' A. C. Loewer, Jr." and W. J.
, Eney appeared in the February issue of the ASTM Bulletin.
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and the volume of the pump, the moment-time diagram for the
centerline section of the beam may be adjusted to eq~al closely
that due to the passing of an H20-Sl6-44 loading at various speeds.
The speed selected for these tests is 40 mph giving a load fre-
quency of one cycle per second. The corresponding moment-time
diagrams for the actual and the experimental loading are shown
in Fig. III(a).
During the testing the applied force at the beam third-
point was registered by the one channel of a two-channel automatic
strain recorder. This recorder amplifies the combined output of
four SR-4 dynamic electric resistance strain gages mounted longi-
tUdinally and circumferentially on the jack tension rod and·
makes a continuous trace of this force on a calibrated oscillograph
paper strip, (Fig. III(b)).
The static test loads were determined by means of the
hydraulic pressure gage which was .calibrated against SR-4 strain
gage readings on the calibrated jack rods.
The test frame itself (Fig. 43) consists mainly of two
36WF beams, with the necessary bracings and stiffeners, whereupon
the test beam rests on end pedestals 36 ft. apart. One test
beam support is hinged; the other end of the beam rests on a
rocker.
AXLE
LOADS
17,940" .(j x16,000x 130)
I<30 pst """'""9 ufoce;.:
14'
H20-SI6-44 Loading
lb) Ac1lJo1 and Exper""'tal Beam Loads
(e) Actual and Experimenlol Moment Dio<7o'ns
Fig. I EQUIVALENT H20-S16-44
·TEST LOADING
Fig. II HYDRAULIC LOADING UNIT
1.00.4 0.6 0.8
TIm. (seconds)
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o
H20-S 16 - 44 Loodng
30001---' 40 mph (including 30% lor impact)
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(0) Experimental and Ac1lJo1 Moment-r.... Diogram
(b) Third Point Loading
Recorded by Oscillograph
Fig. III MOMENT-TIME DIAGRAMS FOR CENTERLINE BEAM SECTION
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